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The South Pole Imaging Fabry–Perot Interferometer SPIFI is the first instrument of its kind—a
direct-detection imaging spectrometer for astronomy in the submillimeter band. SPIFI’s focal plane is
a square array of 25 silicon bolometers cooled to 60 mK; the spectrometer consists of two cryogenic
scanning Fabry–Perot interferometers in series with a 60-mK bandpass filter. The instrument operates
in the short submillimeter windows 350 and 450 m available from the ground, with spectral resolving
power selectable between 500 and 10,000. At present, SPIFI’s sensitivity is within a factor of 1.5–3 of
the photon background limit, comparable with the best heterodyne spectrometers. The instrument’s
large bandwidth and mapping capability provide substantial advantages for specific astrophysical
projects, including deep extragalactic observations. We present the motivation for and design of SPIFI
and its operational characteristics on the telescope. © 2002 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 350.1260, 350.1270, 050.2230, 300.6270, 040.6040.1. Introduction
Spectroscopy at submillimeter frequencies   100
m–1 mm provides an unique probe of the interstel-
lar medium of our galaxy and external galaxies.
The much longer wavelength ensures that dust ex-
tinction is completely negligible relative to the near-
and mid-IR lines observable from the ground. Yet
unlike the typical millimeter- or centimeter-wave mo-
lecular transitions, most of the submillimeter lines
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© 2002 Optical Society of Americaarise only in excited regions. Study of the excited
gas is not confused by cool molecular material nearby
or along the line of sight. Because submillimeter
lines include rotational transitions of warm molecu-
lar gas as well as fine-structure transitions of atomic
and ionized species, the suite of lines makes an ex-
cellent tool for study of the ionized gas and molecular
gas interaction zone that results when new stars dis-
rupt the environment of their birth.
From the instrumentation standpoint, the sub-
millimeter band is one of the final frontiers of ob-
servational astronomy. As the regime in which
direct-detection and heterodyne techniques con-
verge, instrumentation performance has been im-
proving rapidly during the past two decades.
Recently, heterodyne receivers have advanced to
higher frequencies, become more sensitive, and are
beginning to be assembled in small arrays.1,2 These
receivers have been used successfully to observe sub-
millimeter spectral lines in a variety of galactic and
a few extragalactic sources over the past 10–20
years.3–7 The advantages of these receivers are that
spectral resolution can be made arbitrarily high, and,
because they preserve the phase of the radiation field,
coherent receivers can be used in interferometry ex-
periments to obtain high angular resolution. The
preservation of phase, however, requires amplifica-
tion of the signal before detection and results in an
uncertainty in photon occupation number intensity1 May 2002  Vol. 41, No. 13  APPLIED OPTICS 2561
of one photon per unit bandwidth per second. When
expressed as a temperature of a radiation field that
would produce the same noise, this quantum noise is
TRX QNSSB  hkB.8–10
In the short submillimeter bands, the quantum
noise becomes comparable to the fundamental noise
because of the fluctuations in the arrival rates of
photons: TRX, PN  100–200 K temperature times
emissivity, a fundamental limit for any detection
process see Section 4. Thus a coherent system is
always less sensitive than a system subject only to
the photon background noise, with the difference es-
pecially significant under low-background conditions
such as airborne or spaceborne observatories.
Heterodyne systems are also limited in bandwidth,
especially at the higher frequencies where the frac-
tional bandwidth of a fixed spectrometer backend is
smaller. At present, 1.5-GHz backends are the larg-
est used astronomically,1 which results in a velocity
coverage of only 560 km s1 at 810 GHz. Although
much larger bandwidth systems are under devel-
opment, this is currently a serious limitation for
extragalactic observations where linewidths are ap-
proximately a few times 100 km s1. Often multiple
spectral setups are required to observe the full line
profile.11
In contrast, a direct-detection spectrometer can be
background limited and have a large bandwidth.
Low photon energies prohibit the photon-counting
detectors of the mid-IR and far IR,12 but bolometers
have proven to be effective submillimeter-wave de-
tectors. In continuum instruments, bolometers
have approached background-limited performance
with single pixels and, recently, in large arrays such
as those in the SCUBA Submillimeter Common-
User Bolometer Array camera in service at the
James Clerk Maxwell Telescope JCMT.13,14 A
background-limited spectrometer is naturally more
difficult than a continuum instrument; spectroscopy
requires a large cryogenic interference path length,
and, because even 4-K surfaces emit substantially in
the submillimeter bands, careful filtration is essen-
tial. Furthermore, the background power and cor-
responding photon noise on the detectors are small,
so their detector noise-equivalent powers NEPs
must be small to reach the background limit.
We present the first direct-detection submillimeter
spectrometer, the South Pole Imaging Fabry–Perot
Interferometer SPIFI. SPIFI uses 25 silicon bo-
lometers in the focal plane of an imaging system that
matches each detector to the diffraction limit on the
sky. To obtain high responsivity and low noise, the
detectors are cooled to 60 mK with an adiabatic de-
magnetization refrigerator ADR. Two cryogenic
scanning metal mesh Fabry–Perot interferometers
FPIs provide spectral resolving power R  	
between 500 and 10,000 across the entire array, and
careful filtration ensures good spectral purity in the
system. SPIFI has been four years in the design,
construction, and testing and has recently undergone
successful commissioning runs at the JCMT. The
instrument is unique: It can provide a wealth of
useful astronomical observations in the coming years
and serves as an example for future instrumentation
development. In Section 2 we describe the instru-
ment concept and technical details. In Section 3 we
discuss the operation of SPIFI on the telescope, and
in Section 4 we present the instrument’s measured
sensitivity along with a comparison with other spec-
trometers.
2. Instrument Design
A. Overview
In background-limited direct-detection spectroscopy,
maximum sensitivity is obtained with the instrumen-
tal linewidth matched to the instrinsic width of the
astronomical line. SPIFI is designed to observe a
wide range of galactic and extragalactic targets; thus
the instrument’s resolving power R  	 should
be variable, from cR  30 km s1 for our Galactic
Center, to 100–200 km s1 for nearby galaxies, to as
low as 500 km s1 for distant galaxies. The high-
resolving-power end of this range requires a long in-
terference path; R of 10,000 at 370 m requires a
cryogenic path length of approximately R2  1.8
m, so a grating spectrometer would require a huge
cryogenic volume. A FPI is a multipass spectrome-
ter, and a R  10,000 etalon need only be a few
centimeters thick, providing a substantial benefit in a
cryogenic environment. FPI systems are also fully
tunable; the resolving power is continuously variable
by a change in the cavity spacing.
Spectroscopy with a FPI lends itself naturally to a
spatial imaging system, allowing multiple detectors
to be configured in a two-dimensional array on the
sky. The spatial array is a substantial advantage
for extended sources such as the Galactic Center and
nearby starburst galaxies, providing increased speed
and improved registration and calibration in the
maps. Observations of unresolved sources, such as
the ultraluminous infrared galaxies and high-
redshift galaxies, can also benefit from a spatial ar-
ray; the source can be chopped between two pixels on
the array, improving the sensitivity by 
2. Fur-
thermore, off-source pixels can be used to subtract
much of the sky noise that is due to fluctuating tel-
luric transmission inherent in ground-based submil-
limeter observations.
B. Optical Design
The instrument’s optical design is based on a previ-
ously existing focal-plane assembly originally devel-
oped as an 850-m photometer by Swain et al.15
The 25 detectors are mounted in a square format,
separated by 6.8 mm. The spectrometer is designed
to match this detector spacing to a 1.5D beam on
the sky at 370 m and provide resolving power se-
lectable from 500 to 10,000 over the full array.
As with any direct-detection spectrometer, a re-
solving power of 10,000 requires a collimated beam
through the primary dispersing element because the
maximum resolving power Rmax in a converging or
diverging beam is Rmax  2f
2, where f is the focal
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ratio. Even with a collimated beam in the spectrom-
eter, the finite solid angle subtended by a diffraction-
limited sky beam limits the spectral resolution. As
the incident beam is tipped relative to the etalon
normal, a Fabry–Perot resonates at a shorter wave-
length according to   0 cos . For small angles,
this shift is second order in the off-axis angle  
2, so the spectral profile is both shifted and broad-
ened for off-axis fields. The angular extent of a
diffraction-limited field in the spectrometer’s colli-
mated beam scales inversely with the collimated
beam size, so the degradation of resolution can be
made negligible for a sufficiently large collimated
beam inside the instrument. It can be shown that,
to prevent resolution degradation from this effect,
the size DC of the collimated beam must be at
least16,17
DC 2.25
2Rnbeams
12, (1)
where R is the resolving power and nbeams is the
number of diffraction-limited beams from the center
of the array to the corner. For SPIFI, we require
R  10,000, and with our 5  5 array, nbeams  2
2;
thus the collimated beam inside the instrument must
be 9 cm in diameter.
The size of the spectrometer and the optical layout
presented in Fig. 1 are driven by this constraint.
The input beam is f8.4 and reaches a focus near the
Dewar window. The first mirror collimates the in-
put beam at 9 cm, and the second flat mirror sends
the beam through the high-order FPI HOFPI. Im-
mediately after the HOFPI, the beam enters the 4He
temperature enclosure and is directed through the
Lyot stop by flat mirror 3. Mirror 4 reimages the
field at f12.6 for the detector array, which is reached
after flat mirror 5, the low-order FPI LOFPI, flat
mirror 6, and the 60-mK bandpass filter. The radi-
ation is coupled to the 1-mm-diameter detectors with
compound parabolic cones, or Winston cones,18 each
with an entrance aperture of 5.6 mm. Because the
cones are designed for an f4 beam, their response
patterns are substantially oversized relative to the
beam from the spectrometer, and their only effect on
the optical system is to increase the effective area of
the detectors.
All the mirrors are diamond-turned aluminum
with a scratch-safe chromium–gold coating. The
two powered mirrors are off-axis paraboloids and
Fig. 1. SPIFI optical layout. The beam is near its f8.4 focus as it enters the cryostat through the polyethylene window. M1 is an
off-axis paraboloid and collimates the beam at 9 cm; M2 is a flat mirror that directs the collimated beam through the high-order FPI
HOFPI and into the 3.7-K enclosure. Flat mirror M3 directs the beam through the cold aperture stop Lyot stop and scatter filter to
the camera mirror M4, another off-axis paraboloid. The field is imaged at f12.6 on the detector array by flat mirrors M5 and M6 after
the beam transits the low-order FPI LOFPI and mesh filters at 1.5 and 0.06 K. For clarity, M6 and the detector array are shown rotated
90° about the beam axis as it is incident on M6 see also Fig. 2.
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are in a Czerny–Turner configuration19 to minimize
coma. All optical elements except for the cold ap-
erture stop are oversized by 30% to minimize dif-
fraction effects from edges within the cryogenic
instrument. Because there are only 25 detector
elements in the focal plane, simple parabolic shapes
are sufficient to ensure suitable optical perfor-
mance. The geometric-ray spot sizes are less than
1 mm in the focal plane, completely negligible com-
pared with the 5-mm diffraction spot.
C. Cryogenic Design
SPIFI combines two cryostats that can be operated
independently; see Fig. 2. The Fabry–Perots and
spectrometer optics are housed in a large cylindrical
Dewar that is split along its length to provide easy
access to the optical elements when the system is
warm. The spectrometer optics and radiation
shields are cooled with liquid nitrogen and helium
cryostats constructed of welded aluminum and bolted
above the aluminum optical benches. The 100 kg of
cryogenic mass is suspended from the vacuum shell
with four 1.6 mm thick  50 mm wide  50 mm long
G-10 fiber-glass struts that allow the cryogenic as-
sembly to remain centered with respect to the shell
when cooled. To minimize the frequency of helium
transfers, the helium cryostat occupies the bulk of the
volume above the optical benches. Its 66-l capacity
provides a helium hold time of five days; and with the
ambient Mauna Kea atmospheric pressure, the bath
operates with T  3.7 K. The nitrogen cryostat
holds 22 l, and the vapor over the bath is pumped to
10 Torr to decrease the bath temperature to 56 K.
Cooling the optics and surfaces in the nitrogen stage
lowers the background power on the detectors by
20%, reducing its contribution to the photon noise by
10–20%, depending on the operating conditions.
The detector array is housed in a smaller cryostat
that supports the ADR with liquid nitrogen, 4He, and
3He systems. The temperature of the walls of the
4He-cooled enclosure is crucial, because the resulting
radiation field couples with the large solid angle
100 deg2 and the large bandwidth 18 to the
entrance aperture of the detector feed cones. For
this reason, and to ensure that no stray radiation
leaks into the enclosure, there are two complete ra-
diation shields mounted to the 4He bath, and the bath
is always pumped to 3 Torr, or 1.5 K, so short sub-
millimeter radiation from the surfaces is negligible.
Aside from the 4He consumed in recycling the mil-
lidegrees Kelvin systems, both cryostats have a hold
time of more than 24 h. The operation of the demag-
netization and 3He refrigerators is described in more
detail in Subsection 3.F.
One of the unique features of SPIFI is the joining of
the two independent cryostats in a manner that elim-
inates thermal IR radiation from the beam path.
This is accomplished with pairs of matching cylindri-
cal extensions, or snouts, that butt together, one each
on the spectrometer and detector cryostats, for both
the nitrogen and helium temperature radiation
shields. Each pair of snouts is enclosed in a single
radiation shield that overlaps and makes a close fit.
Within these two connecting shields, a third long
Fig. 2. SPIFI cryostat. Two independent cryostats joined together share a common vacuum and radiation shields. In the spectrometer
cryostat, the liquid-nitrogen and helium-cooled optical benches lie below the cryogen vessels. A lengthwise split in this large vacuum
vessel provides easy access to the optical components when it is inverted. The smaller detector cryostat supports the millidegrees Kelvin
refrigerator see Fig. 7, with liquid-nitrogen and pumped liquid-helium baths. The system of matching cylindrical snouts and close-
fitting connecting shields excludes ambient radiation to the level of 1% of the power in the spectrometer beam 1014 Wdetector in the
12% band.
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cylindrical extension protrudes from the detector cry-
ostat’s inner helium radiation shield to near the filter
wheel in the spectrometer cryostat. With this ar-
rangement, the stray radiation power on a detector
with the instrument assembled is not measurably
different from that of the closed 1.5-K detector cryo-
stat, to the level of 1014 W on any given detector in
our 12% band.
D. Spectrometer
1. Triple Fabry–Perot Concept
SPIFI obtains a resolving power R up to 10,000 with
three spectral elements: two cryogenic scanning
FPIs and one fixed bandpass filter. The HOFPI pro-
vides the resolution of the instrument, the LOFPI,
together with the fixed bandpass filter pass only, pro-
vides the desired order of the HOFPI, ensuring that
there is little out-of-band power transmitted by the
spectrometer and that the in-band transmission is
fairly high. Figure 3 plots the spectral profiles of
each of these elements and the resulting system spec-
tral profile.
The resolving power of a Fabry–Perot etalon is the
effective interference path length in units of wave-
length equal to the product of the cavity order m 
2d and with finesse F approximately equal to the
average number of reflections.20 The partially re-
flecting mirrors that form the cavity are character-
ized by a single-pass reflection coefficient r that is
typically greater than 90%. This determines the
cavity finesse according to F  
r1  r. The
transmission of the etalon is determined by the ab-
sorption losses in the cavity mirrors, characterized by
a single-pass absorption coefficient for a single mirror
a 1 t r. For a 1.5%, the cavity transmission
scales approximately as Tcavity  1–0.6 F a. Typi-
cally, our mirrors have a  1%, so it is important to
keep the cavity finesse modest F  60 to maintain
high transmission.
In SPIFI, the HOFPI determines the instrumental
bandwidth. It operates with finesse F between 30
and 60 and order m between 20 and 250. Because
the free spectral range of a FPI is 1m, sorting two
neighboring HOFPI orders from the desired order
requires a resolving power Rsort  mHOFPI. The
broad wings of the LOFPI Lorentzian profile require
that this resolving power be somewhat greater. As a
minimum, Rsort  1.5  mHOFPI results in 20% power
out of band. The LOFPI provides this resolving
power with a finesse FLOFPI of 20–25 and the order
mLOFPI between 5 and 15. The LOFPI orders must
then also be sorted; for this we employ a fixed inter-
ference filter. These bandpass filters are con-
structed for SPIFI by P. Ade. The filter shapes are
more square than a Fabry–Perot Lorentzian profile,
so that the FWHM of a 12% filter effectively sorts
LOFPI orders up to 13 with less than 15% out-of-
band leakage see Fig. 3. Both cryogenic Fabry–
Perots can be tuned arbitrarily, allowing observation
of any frequency passed by the bandpass filter. At
present, the filter cannot be changed in operation; we
employ a filter centered at 366 m, which is appro-
priate for our primary observing program of the
370-m CO and CI lines. The second generation of
the instrument under construction will allow a selec-
tion of three to four filters while cold.
2. Implementation of the Fabry–Perot
Interferometers
Both of SPIFI’s cryogenic FPIs claim heritage from
the UC Berkeley–Max-Planck-Institute fu¨r extrater-
restrische Physik Far-Infrared Fabry-Perot Inter-
ferometer FIFI17 and the Cornell Kuiper Widefield
Infrared Camera KWIC,21 far-IR spectrometers
used on the Kuiper Airborne Observatory. The eta-
lon mirrors are commercially available electroformed
nickel mesh Buckbee-Mears Corporation, St. Paul,
Minn., which is stretched and glued onto stainless-
steel rings. For research at 370 m, we use mesh
with a grid spacing of 85 and 64 m, equivalent to
300 and 400 linesin. The grid pattern is square,
and the grid constant and area filling factor accu-
rately predict the single-pass reflectivity R and thus
cavity finesse F according to standard mesh theory.22
Unfortunately, although the grid constant of the
mesh is well controlled, the area filling factor cannot
be specified and varies from batch to batch. In prac-
tice, this prevents an arbitrary choice of finesse.
In both scanning FPIs, each of the two mesh rings
is held magnetically to an aluminum frame. One of
these frames is mounted rigidly to the optical bench,
the other translates and so changes the cavity spac-
ing. The two frames are joined in a parallelogram
flex-vane construction see Figs. 4 and 5. When
viewed from the side, the moving and fixed frames
form the top and bottom of a parallelogram. At ei-
ther side are spring steel plates buttressed such that
they bend only over small regions near their connec-
tion to the frames. This ensures that, for relatively
Fig. 3. SPIFI spectrometer with example configuration for R 
6000. The spectral profiles of the three components in the spec-
trometer are plotted for an example setup each offset and plotted
at 14 vertical scale. The net profile is the product, plotted with
the thick curve at the bottom full vertical scale. The peak trans-
mission of 0.41 does not include losses in the window, mirrors, or
the thermal IR blocking filters.
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small distances 5% of the Fabry–Perot size, the
moving frame remains parallel to the fixed frame and
the motion does not rely on any sliding, slipping, or
rolling mechanism. The translation of this flexure
system is the scanning of the Fabry–Perot etalon; it is
actuated with a piezoelectric transducer PZT spe-
cially made for cryogenic use Physik Instrumente
Corporation, Waldbronn, Germany. The spacing of
each of the HOFPI and LOFPI cavities is measured
and controlled with a nulling capacitance bridge cir-
cuit that sets the PZT voltage.16 Plate spacing is
controlled to within 0.3 m with a bandwidth of a few
hertz.
Figure 4 shows the SPIFI HOFPI. It employs the
largest cryogenic PZT available, with a cryogenic ex-
pansion range of 60 m at 60 K. At  370 m, this
is approximately a third of a free spectral range, or
12–20 times the spectral resolution element, depend-
ing on the cavity finesse. Hence the maximum scan
length and the resolving power are inversely propor-
tional; a higher-resolution setup allows smaller total
bandwidth. In addition, the HOFPI incorporates a
roller-bearing translation stage actuated with a fine
adjustment screw that moves the entire inner assem-
bly including the mirror, PZT, flex vanes, and capac-
itive sensor over a 2.5-cm range. This provides a
cryogenic adjustment range of 135 orders at 370 m,
or a change in resolving power 	R from 4000 to 8000,
again depending on the finesse. Together with the
roller-bearing stage, three assembly configurations
make available order m up to 300 for   370 m.
The HOFPI mesh rings have a clear aperture of 12 cm
to eliminate edge effects, and the diameter requires a
thickness of 1.6 cm to carry an optically flat figure on
which the mesh can be stretched. Once assembled
and cold, the HOFPI etalon is parallelized with three
20-m PZTs and monitored with a He–Ne laser beam
reflected from both meshes. This technique allows
parallelism to better than 3  105 rad, and the
etalon is generally stable for several hours if the
setup is not changed. Whenever coarse changes are
made to the HOFPI spacing such as a change in the
observing bandwidth or large changes in the fre-
quency, the parallelism must be checked and the volt-
ages of the parallelizing PZTs adjusted.
The laser retroreflection scheme also provides a
means of determining the linearity of the spectral
scan. The limitation arises in the counting of
He–Ne fringes: Because there are a few tens of op-
tical fringes in one spectral scan, both the linearity
and the total length of the spectral scan can be de-
termined only to 2–3%.
The LOFPI shown in Fig. 5 is somewhat smaller
with a 5-cm clear aperture. A PZT with a 15-m
range in series with a fine adjustment screw actuates
the flexure stage through a total range of around 20
orders or 4 mm. Because the cavity spacing is small,
the meshes themselves are used as the capacitive sen-
sor in the LOFPI bridge. Because it is a simpler me-
chanical device, has smaller mirrors, and operates at
lower resolving power, the parallelism of the LOFPI
etalon does not require cryogenic adjustment. The
mesh rings are adjusted warm, and when cold the
etalon is parallel to better than 2  104 rad, more
than adequate for its resolving power of a few hundred.
3. Filtration
Bolometric detectors respond to all frequencies that
can couple power to the absorber, so careful attention
Fig. 4. SPIFI HOFPI with the outer sidewalls removed. The
FPI mirrors are nickel mesh stretched and glued onto stainless-
steel ss rings shown in section held magnetically to the fixed and
moving frames. To adjust the cavity order m here based on  
370 m, the entire inner assembly is translated on the roller-
bearing stage by the adjustment screw. For spectral scanning,
the PZT pushes the inner frame to the left against the bottom of the
flex-vane parallelogram. The top of the flex-vane parallelogram is
part of the inner frame; the bottom remains fixed to the outer
frame with the adjustment screw. FP, Fabry–Perot.
Fig. 5. SPIFI LOFPI with the sidewalls removed.
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must be paid to filtration of stray radiation, particu-
larly in a low-background instrument such as SPIFI.
Blocking short wavelength radiation  between 5
and 100 m is especially critical because, at these
wavelengths, the FPIs have small but nonzero trans-
mission and the bandpass filters invariably have
leaks. A small leak in the filter train at short wave-
lengths can result in substantial power on the detec-
tor because radiation sources warmer than 50 K emit
much more power at the shorter wavelengths than in
the submillimeter wavelengths. In addition to the
Fabry–Perots and bandpass filter, SPIFI employs
two short wavelength blocking filters constructed by
P. Ade to eliminate stray thermal IR power. The
first, at the Lyot stop, is a flexible scatter filter on a
polyethylene substrate. The second is a reflective
mesh filter, positioned at the entrance to the 1.5-K
stage of the ADR cryostat. Table 1 lists the ele-
ments in SPIFI’s optical and filter train, along with
its transmission in our 370-m band. Tabulating
each of these values, we calculate a net transmission
from the front of the instrument to the detectors of
approximately 0.25, a value consistent with measure-
ments of the quantum efficiency transmission prod-
uct.
E. Bolometric Detectors
SPIFI’s detectors are silicon bolometers provided by
S. H. Moseley and C. A. Allen at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. They
are similar to the bolometers used in the Submilli-
meter High Angular Resolution Camera SHARC14
and microcalorimeters used for x-ray spectrosco-
py.23,24 Operational parameters of SPIFI’s detectors
are presented in Table 2. The range in values re-
flects both the variation in operating conditions as
the spectral resolution is changed and some variation
across the array. Each detector is etched from a
single piece of silicon and consists of a frame, four
support legs, and the detector itself, a 1 mm diame-
ter  12 m thick disk. The support legs provide
the thermal conductance from the detector to the
frame, and two of the legs are degenerate boron doped
to provide an electrical connection to the thermistor.
The thermistor is a small 0.1 mm2  0.5 m thick
phosphorus-doped region with 50% boron compensa-
tion implanted on the circular detector. The conduc-
tion in the thermistor is a hopping mode within the
valence band; thus each device has a temperature-
dependent resistance given by R  R0 exp
T0T,
with R0  60–70 , and a range of T0 from 7 to 12 K.
The impedance of the dark detectors at 60 mK varies
across the array from 5 to 100 M, but this drops to
0.4–10 M as the detectors are illuminated by the
ambient background power 0.5–1.5 pW. The ther-
mal conductance through the legs to the silicon frame
is G  2–3  1011 WK, and thus the detectors are
operating at around 	T  PG  75–90 mK 15–30
mK above the 60-mK bath when exposed to the light
of the spectrometer. To increase the submillimeter
absorption, a 120-Å layer of bismuth is applied to the
detector surface, matching the surface impedance to
that of free space. For a typical detector, our mea-
surements indicate a quantum efficiency of 0.5, in
agreement with the theoretical prediction for a me-
tallic film on a dielectric substrate.25 Each detector
is mounted in an Invar structure that forms the
closed end of a 2-mm-diameter integrating cavity.
This Invar cap is mounted to the base of the gold-
coated copper Winston cone that couples the radia-
tion from the focal plane into the integrating cavity.
The bolometers are each biased in series, as shown
in Fig. 6, with a metal film chip resistor with a
temperature-independent resistance of 29 M,
mounted directly to the back of the Invar cap. Thus
the bolometers are to first order current biased with
a typical bias voltage of 20 mV across the load resistor
and the bolometer producing a detector current of a
few 1010 A. Table 2 includes the power-to-voltage
responsivity of the detectors, as well as the two fun-
damental noise sources, Johnson noise and thermal
noise, that are estimated in the standard manner.25,26
The magnitudes of these noise sources depend on the
radiant power incident on each detector that is a
Table 1. Elements in SPIFI Optical Train
Element T K Spectral Property
Transmission
at 370 m
Polyethylene
entrance window
280 0.96
Mirrors six 280 0.986
HOFPI 56

	
 500–10,000 0.70
Lyot stop scatter
filter
3.7   100 m 0.9
LOFPI 3.7

	
 80–250 0.75
Low-pass mesh filter 1.5   200 m 0.85
Bandpass filter 0.06

	
 8.8 0.78
Total

	
 500–10,000 0.26
Table 2. SPIFI Detector Parameters
Parameter Value Unit
Bath temperature 60 mK
Thermal conductance G 2–3  1011 WK
Operating temperature 80–110 mK
Dark impedance 5–100 M
Operating impedance 0.1–5 M
Optical quantum efficiency  0.5
Electrical responsivity Se
a 3–10  108 VW
Operating Johnson noiseb 3–10 nV
Hz
Operating thermal noise 3–7 nV
Hz
Thermistor 1f noise at 8 Hz 15–60 nV
Hz
Amplifier noise 5 nV
Hz
Total nonphoton contribution to NEV 15–60 nV
Hz
Total photon noise contribution to NEV 35–40 nV
Hz
aElectrical responsivity does not include the optical quantum
efficiency.
bAll noise-equivalent voltages NEVs refer to the detector.
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function of the resolving power, as well as on the
fundamental detector properties that vary somewhat
across the array. In addition to the Johnson and
thermal noise, the doped silicon thermistors have ad-
ditional 1f resistance noise that is intrinsic to the
conduction in the bulk thermistor, i.e., not due to
leads or contacts.27 Han et al. 199827 have charac-
terized the dependence of the noise on the thermistor
volume, temperature parameter T0, and operating
temperature T. The dependence is strong, and be-
cause it is a resistance noise, the measured voltage
noise also scales with the operating bolometer volt-
age. Furthermore, the noise depends sharply on the
thermistor doping levels that vary across SPIFI’s ar-
ray. This 1f noise contributes between 15 and 60
nV
Hz and is typically the dominant nonphoton
noise contribution in the system.
F. Millidegrees Kelvin Cryogenics
SPIFI’s bolometer array is cooled by adiabatic demag-
netization of a paramagnetic salt. The method uti-
lizes the fact that the thermodynamics of salt below
approximately 1 K depend only on the ratio of the
applied magnetic field B to the temperature T; if
properly thermally isolated, a decrease in B results in
a decrease in T by the same ratio. The technique
has been used for decades to cool samples in the
laboratory28,29 and recently for astronomical x-ray
spectroscopy from sounding rockets.30 We outline
our implementation here.
The salt used in SPIFI is FeNH4SO4  12H2O,
called ferric ammonium alum. Demagnetization of
this material from a starting temperature of a
pumped He bath 1.5–1.8 K can generate tempera-
tures as low as 50 mK. Our salt pill was constructed
by M. Dragovan at Yerkes Observatory; it is formed
into a cylindrical pill of approximately 230 g and
threaded with gold wires that promote good thermal
conduction between the pill and the copper detector
assembly. To minimize its heat load, the entire cold
stage is mounted with a network of Kevlar threads to
a 3He stage. Surrounding the pill but mounted to
the 4He temperature structure is a superconducting
solenoid magnet American Magnetics Corporation
that provides a central field of 4 T with 20 A of cur-
rent.
The cooling cycle begins when we magnetize the
salt while it is thermally connected to the 4He stage
through a copper clamp heat switch. The heat of
magnetization increases the temperature of the salt
to around 10 K, and 3 h are required for it to return
to equilibrium with the pumped He bath. Once it
has cooled back to 1.5 K, we isolate the pill and
detector housing from the bath by opening the heat
switch, and the magnetic field is slowly removed at a
constant rate over a period of 50 min. Within 30 min
after the demagnetization is complete, the pill and
detector housing equilibrate near 60 mK. Access to
the superconducting magnet portion of the circuit is
Fig. 6. SPIFI electronics block diagram. Each of the bolometers
is biased in series with a 29-M load resistor and buffered with a
cooled junction FET J-FET. To minimize pickup, all signal
wires are twisted pairs or coaxial, the FETs and amplifiers are
powered with batteries, and the preamplifier box is bolted tight to
the cryostat. Also shown are the essentials of the capacitance
bridge circuit and its connection to the FPIs. Dashed lines indi-
cate shielded cables. ADC, analog-to-digital converter; DAC,
digital-to-analog converter; MUX, multiplexer.
Fig. 7. ADR schematic. A network of Kevlar threads support
the 60-mK stage and its 300-mK thermal guard. Mechanical heat
switches connecting the salt pill and 3He pot to the 1.5-K bath are
closed when the systems are recycled. The 3He pump heat switch
is opened and the pump is heated for the recycling, forcing 3He to
condense in the pot. In operation, the heat switches are reversed.
The hold time of the system is around 40 h, limited by conduction
through the fiber-glass mounting of the 3He pot.
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possible through a persistence switch, a portion of the
superconducting circuit that is heated to become nor-
mal, providing a resistance in parallel with the mag-
net’s inductance. A commercial automatic ramping
power supply and controller are employed for repeat-
able cycling of the system.
A thermal schematic of the refrigerator is shown in
Fig. 7. Because the demagnetization refrigerator
alone is incapable of supporting the conductive loads
from 1.5 K through the wiring and the mechanical
mounting structure, a 3He system is employed as a
thermal guard. This is a closed-cycle system con-
sisting of a condensing pot and charcoal pump, both
with copper clamp heat switches to the 4He bath.
Cycling the 3He system begins when we isolate the
pump and heat it to around 50 K to force the gas to
condense in the pot, which is thermally connected to
the 1.5-K bath through its heat switch. This process
also requires 3 h, both to force the 3He out of the
pump and to remove the heat of vaporization of the
condensing gas in the pot. The pump is then con-
nected to the 1.5-K bath by its heat switch, and the
pot is isolated so that the liquid 3He can reach its
equilibrium temperature of 280 mK. When the in-
strument is at room temperature, the 3He resides in
a built-in external storage tank V  2l  under three
atmospheres of pressure.
The hold time of the 60-mK cold stage is limited by
the hold time of the 3He guard. The integrated heat
capacity of the salt pill for a temperature change of 10
mK is 23 mJ, which easily supports its heat loads.
Both of the dominant loads, conduction from 300 mK
through the array wiring and radiation from the
1.5-K environment, are around 20–30 nW, limiting
the hold time to around 100 h. For the 3He stage,
the dominant heat load is conduction from 1.5 K
through its fiber-glass mounting structure. This
power is 75 W and vaporizes the 0.26 J of liquid 3He
in approximately 40 h. In preparation for Antarctic
observations, the second-generation instrument will
achieve a several-day hold time either with an in-
crease in the amount of 3He or with the 3He pot
remounted with a higher thermal-impedance struc-
ture.
G. Electronics and Software
A schematic of the bolometer amplification electron-
ics is shown in Fig. 6. As is customary with bolom-
eters, the first stage for each channel is a junction
field-effect transistor FET in a source-follower con-
figuration. In SPIFI the FETs are assembled on two
boards with 16 FETs each, and the boards are sus-
pended from the ADR nitrogen stage such that the
FETs heat themselves to around 150 K. The detec-
tors are connected to the FETs by twisted pairs of
0.1-mm-diameter constantan wire woven into ribbon
cable Oxford Instruments. To minimize the con-
ductive losses to the cold stages, the cable is ther-
mally sunk to 3He-, 4He-, and N2-cooled surfaces and
is tensioned throughout to minimize microphonic
pickup. After the junction FET buffers, the signals
enter into a warm preamplifier bolted directly to the
ADR cryostat. The signals are ac coupled with a  
1-s filter before a low-noise G  100 amplifier and a
programmable gain amplifier. The net gain of the
cryogenic and warm electronics is variable from 102
to 105, and the total voltage noise is 5 nV
Hz, re-
ferred to the detector at our chopping frequency of 8
Hz. Because the junction FETs are cooled, their cur-
rent noise is less than 6  1016 A
Hz, which re-
sults in a negligible 3 nV
Hz when drawn through
even a high-impedance 5-M bolometer.
To minimize electronic pickup, the bias voltage is
provided by a battery inside the preamplifier enclo-
sure. The other cryogenic and warm electronics are
powered with rechargeable lead-acid batteries,
housed in a shielded box connected to the preampli-
fier with a shielded cable. After the warm pream-
plifier, the signals are sent through shielded, twisted
pair cables to two Keithley DAS-1800STHR 16-
channel, 16-bit data-acquisition boards inside a PC
operating with Linux. The data are processed with
a custom software package in the MATLAB environ-
ment. The software commands the Fabry–Perot po-
sitions through a spectral scan, and at each position
coadds the data stream from each channel with the
chop reference as a template.
3. Operation at the James Clark Maxwell Telescope
SPIFI mounts at the right-hand Nasmyth platform,
approximately 4 m from the center of the JCMT tele-
scope. The beam is delivered from the nominal f12
focus inside the receiver cabin to an f8.4 focus just in
front of the instrument by two lenses mounted in the
telescope elevation structure. The lenses are dia-
mond machined from plate stock blanks of high-
density polyethylene with a refractive index of 1.52 in
the submillimeter.31 Both lenses are plano convex,
with diameters of 13 and 16 cm and mean thicknesses
of 6–7 mm. The total transmission of the lens pair
is 75%.
Measurements of the sky brightness indicate that
65% of the power is coupled from the telescope focus
to the sky within a few minutes of arc of the bore-
sight, the remainder lost to scattering, spillover to the
ground and dome, and ohmic losses on the dish.
This defines the forward coupling F. On the basis
of our mapping of this forward beam Fig. 8, 21% is
in the main lobe, well reproduced as a FWHM of
7.8-arc min Gaussian; this is the main beam effi-
ciency MB. The total coupling from the main beam
on the sky to the telescope focus is the product of
these, 14%. The measured size of the main lobe is
somewhat larger than the nominal diffraction limit
for the JCMT 1.2D  6.1 arc min, but both the
size of the main lobe and its coupling intensity are
consistent with the other measurements at the JCMT
at these frequencies.32,33 The larger beam size
means that the coupling to a true point source is even
lower than the main beam efficiency; for this we de-
fine an additional quantity A, a measure of the frac-
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tion of the main beam that couples to a true point
source:
A
2
AtelMB
. (2)
Note that A can be made unity if Atel is decreased; it
is another way of expressing the effective aperture of
the telescope. As defined above, our measurements
at the JCMT give A 0.48. The total coupling from
a point source to the telescope focus is then given by
the product FMBA.
To date, SPIFI has made five observing runs at the
JCMT: in April and September 1999, May and Sep-
tember 2000, and May 2001. Observations in the
short submillimeter windows are possible only in the
driest conditions on Mauna Kea. Only the first and
fifth runs have permitted useful observations at 370
m, as the conditions during the other runs were such
that the zenith transmission was never above 10%.
During the April 1999 run, SPIFI had 12 functional
pixels and was operating at R  4800; we were able to
map the central 2 pc  3 pc of the galaxy in the CO
J  73 6 rotational transition with 15 pointings of
the 12-pixel array see Fig. 9. We also were able to
obtain a single-array pointing of CO spectra toward
the nucleus of the nearby starburst galaxy NGC 253
see Fig. 10. These scientific results and their impli-
cations are in preparation and will be presented in
separate articles.
Because the response of the bolometer array is a
nonlinear function of the bandwidth, the instrument
response must be calibrated whenever the observation
setup is changed. To accommodate this, we employ a
calibration unit permanently mounted to the front of
the instrument for both flux and spectral calibration.
A flip mirror sends the spectrometer beam to a colli-
mating mirror and then a flat mirror, so that an image
of the instrument pupil is formed outside the cryostat.
At this exterior pupil is a piece of glass matched to the
beam size heated at 40 K above the ambient temper-
ature. A rotary blade chops in front of this heated
glass, providing a flux calibration load that is identical
for any position in the focal plane. In addition, a sec-
ond rotary blade that chops immediately in front of the
cryostat entrance allows chopping the ambient blade
against the sky or alignment loads. Absolute flux cal-
ibration of astronomical sources is always based on
planets, as they primarily couple to the main beam and
not the large JCMT error beam.
For spectral calibration of SPIFI, we use CO or H2S
gas in a cell transited by the beam of our exterior
calibration unit. The beam originating at the glass
load transits the 50-cm gas cell twice before entering
the Dewar by way of the flip mirror, for a total path
length of approximately 1 m. With this arrange-
ment, a cell pressure of a few torr provides sufficient
column density for a high signal-to-noise ratio SNR
absorption line spectrum in either CO or H2S. Ob-
servation of two lines in a single scan determines the
range of the spectral scan, with a precision that de-
pends on the SNR of the absorption features, but is
Fig. 8. SPIFI forward beam map at the JCMT. The observed
pattern is the two-dimensional convolution of the Mars disk and
the telescope beam pattern; at high frequencies, this is dependent
on the conditions of the dish at the time of observation. This
profile, measured in April 2001, is well fit with two Gaussian
components, a 7.8-arc sec main lobe and a 60-arc sec error lobe.
Fig. 9. Integrated intensity map of the CO J  7 3 6 370-m
emission from the Galactic Center circumnuclear disk CND.
Offsets are in seconds of arc relative to the dynamical center of the
galaxy SGR A* RA1950  17
h 42m 29s.3, Dec1950  28° 59 19,
and the beam size is 11-arc sec FWHM. Emission traces warm
dense molecular gas and are observed throughout the map; con-
tours are linear in TMB	, with a 250-K km s
1 interval. The
peak in the southwest CND is 5400 K km s1; the minimum at the
edges of the map is 750 K km s1. Velocity resolution in the
spectra is 50 km s1. Overall rotational motion is evident in the
shifting of the velocity from north to south. RA, right ascension;
Dec, declination.
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typically better than 2%. The scan linearity is de-
scribed in Subsection 2.D.2.
Submillimeter sky transmission on Mauna Kea is
monitored with radiometers operating near 200 GHz,
at both the JCMT and the Caltech Submillimeter
Observatory. The measured 200-GHz opacities can
be converted to a precipitable water-vapor burden,
the depth of the resulting liquid layer if all the atmo-
spheric water vapor were condensed.34 The optical
depth at our observing frequency is then calculated
according to the most recent Fourier-transform spec-
troscopy observations and modeling of Pardo, Cerni-
charo, and Serabyn.34,35 These analyses incorporate
the opacity of dry air and provide a relationship be-
tween the precipitable water-vapor burden and the
opacity at the submillimeter wavelengths. As an ex-
ample, for our primary observing frequency of 810
GHz, the opacity is given by 810  0.84  1.49  the
precipitable water-vapor burden. We verified this
relationship at the JCMT by measuring the emission
of the sky as a function of zenith angle and fitting the
result to a uniform-temperature atmosphere. With
this relationship, sky dips are not needed as long as
the 200-GHz radiometers are in operation.
4. Sensitivity
The natural measure of sensitivity in a direct-detection
system is the NEP watt
Hz or noise-equivalent flux
density NEFD Jyr
Hz 1 Jyr  1030 W cm2
Hz1. These quantities are defined in terms of the
SNR, easily measured with a calibration load or astro-
nomical source. The relationship is given by
SNR
Pobs2tint
NEP
, (3)
where Pobs is the signal power, tint is the integration
time, and the 
2 is according to the convention for
expressing the NEP with units of W
Hz. The
NEP is a general quantity that can refer to power on
the detector, at the front of the instrument, or in the
main beam on the sky. The NEFD is generally re-
ferred to a point source above the atmosphere.
There are few point sources with sufficient flux for an
800-GHz spectrometer, but planets tend to fill the
main beam, allowing their coupling to be measured.
Taking NEPMB to refer to the main beam, we write
NEFD
NEPMB
A Atel	
, (4)
where A, given in Eq. 2, distinguishes between a
source filling the main beam and a true point source,
and the bandwidth 	 is the instrumental band-
width.
It is customary, however, to describe heterodyne
sensitivities with temperature units. To compare
SPIFI with a heterodyne system, we convert the
NEFD into a system temperature Tsys. The flux
density sensitivity Srms is related to the rms an-
tenna temperature TA* rms through
Srms 
2kB TA* rms
2
beam
1
MB
. (5)
Here TA* rms is given by the radiometer equation
TA*rms 
2Tsys
	tint
12 , (6)
where the 2 accounts for chopping and  is the back-
end degradation factor equal to 1.15 for correlator
spectrometers.36 Because Srms and the NEFD are
essentially the same, Srms  NEFD
2tint from
Eq. 3, we have
Tsys
NEPMBMB
42 kB	
. (7)
Unlike the NEP and NEFD, the system and rms
antenna temperatures Tsys, TA* refer to the total
coupling to the sky, i.e., the total efficiency that is not
coupled to the ground, the dome, and supports.
Thus the main beam efficiency is included in Eq. 7.
The values of the NEP, NEFD, and Tsys for SPIFI
on the JCMT are presented in Table 3, tabulated for
several resolving powers. Sensitivities at R  4800
and R  1500 were measured at the telescope, al-
though under poor atmospheric conditions of 5–10%
zenith transmission. Values presented are scaled to
the conditions of a good night at zenith, 40% trans-
mission, by means of simply scaling the observed
SNR with sky transmission. We estimated the sen-
sitivities at other resolving powers by combining the
photon noise with the excess voltage noise and optical
responsivity:
NEP2 NEPphoton
2 NEVexcessSopt 
2
, (8)
Fig. 10. CO J  73 6 in the starburst galaxy NGC 253. These
data are a single footprint of the array from our first run at the JCMT
in April 1999 and were obtained in 15 min of on-source integration time
with atmospheric transmission to the source between 5 and 8%. The
data indicate widespread excited molecular gas in the nuclear starburst
of NGC 253. RA, right ascension; Dec, declination.
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where the NEPphoton is calculated theoretically see
Section 5 and NEV is the noise-equivalent voltage.
The excess noise and optical responsivity are func-
tions of power on the detector and bias current and
are estimated from our load curves and noise mea-
surements. Because the 1f noise and the optical
responsivity both increase with resolving power, the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 8 varies
slowly, less than a factor of 2 over the range of re-
solving powers listed.
5. Photon Background Noise
To evaluate the instrument’s performance, it is in-
structive to compare the measured sensitivities with
the fundamental limit imposed by the fluctuations in
the photon arrival rates, the background limit. The
uncertainty in power 2 that is due to the photon
background after an integration time tint can be ex-
pressed as37–39
2
1
tint

i  dh2niT, ii
 niT, ii  1. (9)
The sum is over all spatial and polarization photon
modes i that couple to the detector, each with total
coupling given by the product of emissivity i, trans-
mission i, and detector quantum efficiency . The
ni are the usual photon-mode occupation numbers,
ni  exphkTi  1
1. We consider only the
noise generated by the ambient radiation outside the
instrument, which couples only in a small bandwidth
and with a well-defined throughput:
2
h0
2
tint
Nm	na,0ambna,0amb  1, (10)
where the frequency interval has been approximated
because the fractional bandwidth is small, equal to
2 times the resolution bandwidth because of the
Lorentzian line shape of the Fabry–Perot. Because
SPIFI’s optical train couples only a single spatial
mode from ambient temperature to each detector, the
number of modes Nm is 2, including both polariza-
tions.
The emissivity of the ambient radiation amb in-
cludes contributions from the sky, telescope, and re-
imaging lenses:
amb 1  tlens  tlens1  F  F1  tsky, (11)
where tlens  0.75 is the total transmission of two
polyethylene reimaging lenses, F is the total forward
coupling of the telescope 0.65 at 800 GHz on the
JCMT, and tsky is the transmission of the sky. On a
good night at Mauna Kea, the zenith sky transmis-
sion is 40%, resulting in a total emissivity of the
ambient radiation of amb  0.81. Other factors in
the expression are the mode occupation number
namb,0 for which we take Tamb  280 K, the instru-
ment transmission   0.25, and the detector quan-
tum efficiency   0.5. Combined together, the
product   na,0 amb measures the degree to
which photons are correlated at the detector. For
  1, the photons are uncorrelated,  
, and the
noise obeys Poisson statistics as with optical and in-
frared instruments. For   1,     Ptot; the
photons are completely correlated and the uncer-
tainty scales as the total incident power as with a
traditional radio receiver. SPIFI operates near the
threshold between these two regimes, with  between
0.7 and 0.8.
To convert the uncertainty  to a measured SNR,
we note that when we chop between a source and the
background, the effective on-source integration time
is half of the total integration time and that the noise
is 
2 larger because the background and source both
contribute independent noise. Thus we have a mea-
sured SNR of
SNR
Pamb
22  , (12)
and we define the photon background-limited NEP
according to Eq. 3:
NEPphoton
Pamb2tint
SNR
 221 s WHz . (13)
These values are referred to the detector and include
the detector quantum efficiency. To refer the NEP
to the sky, this value is simply divided by the total
coupling between the detector and the sky, which
under good atmospheric conditions is 0.5 quantum
Table 3. SPIFI Sensitivities at the JCMTa
R
	
NEPb
W
Hz
NEFDb
Jyr
Hz
Tsys
c
K
Tsys
PBGLd
K
Total BWe
km s1
10000 1.4  1014 196 3640 1450 400
4800 1.7  1014 114 3060 1450 810
3000 1.9  1014 80 2700 1450 1300
1500 2.4  1014 50 2410 1450 2000
800 3.1  1014 34 2280 1450 3100
aSensitivities at the JCMT are based on measured values at R 
4800 and 1500, scaled to good weather conditions. Scanning is
not included; effective system temperatures including scanning
are 
nres el larger, where nres el is the number of spectral resolu-
tion elements in the scan.
bThe NEP refers to the main beam above the atmosphere 40%
transmission. NEFD refers to a true point soure, also above the
atmosphere. Because these values depend on the various beam
efficiencies, they are strong functions of the antenna at the time of
observations.
cSystem temperatures refer to the forward beam above the at-
mosphere.
dSystem temperature of a perfect background-limited PBGL
spectrometer at 810 GHz on the JCMT. This estimate assumes
an instrument transmission of 25%, detector quantum efficiency of
50%, reimaging lenses with a transmission of 75%, telescope for-
ward coupling of 65%, and atmospheric transmission of 40%.
eTotal bandwidth BW available in a single spectral setup.
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efficiency  0.25 cryogenic instrument  0.75 re-
imaging lenses  0.65 telescope forward coupling
 0.4 atmospheric transmission  0.024. Calcu-
lating this photon-limited NEP for the perfect
background-limited PBGL system, referring it to
the sky, and converting it into a system temperature,
we obtain Tsys PBGL  1450 K see Table 3.
For any real system, the true photon noise contri-
bution is greater than what would be calculated ac-
cording to the above method. Because the photons
are somewhat correlated in SPIFI, an increase in the
ambient emissivity from 0.81 to 1 23%, as was the
case when our measurements were made, results in
an increase in the photon NEP by 17%, yielding a Tsys
of 1700 K. Furthermore, out-of-band leakage power
from ambient temperature outside and in-band radi-
ation from inside the instrument also couple to the
detectors and contribute to the noise. In SPIFI, the
portion of the spectrometer at 60 K contributes power
with low emissivity, approximately 10%, but with a
larger bandwidth because it is not filtered by the
HOFPI. Depending on the operating parameters re-
lated to the resolving power, namely, the HOFPI and
LOFPI orders and finesses, this 60-K radiation con-
tributes between 15 and 50% of the total detector
power and an additional 8–20% of the background
noise. When this portion is included, the true pho-
ton noise Tsys, including scanning for SPIFI, is
around 1830–2040 K, a large portion of what is ob-
served, particularly at the lower resolving powers.
As the resolving power increases, both the back-
ground power and the signal power on the detector
decrease and the intrinsic detector noise becomes
more important.
As shown in Table 3, the system is within a factor
of 1.5–3 of TsysPBGL, the background limit for a
perfect spectrometer with 25% transmission and 50%
detector quantum efficiency. To compare this di-
rectly with a heterodyne spectrometer, we convert
the Tsys into a TRX using the heterodyne conven-
tions36:
Tsys 2
TRXDSB  F1  skyTsky 1  FT
skyF
,
(14)
where F and Ttel are the total forward coupling and
physical temperature of the telescope, taken to in-
clude the losses in the polyethylene lenses; sky and
Tsky are the transmission and physical temperature
of the sky; and TRX DSB represents the double side-
band receiver temperature. Our measured system
temperatures over the range of resolving powers im-
ply equivalent TRX DSB in a range from 40 to 130 K.
The best reported 800-GHz heterodyne receiver tem-
perature to date is 205 K,40 which is somewhat
higher.
Equation 14 illustrates the difference between
heterodyne and direct-detection noise conventions—
the expression of noise in a direct-detection system
e.g., NEP, NEFD includes contributions from all
noise sources, including the photon background,
whereas the receiver temperature TRX represents
only the additional noise generated in the receiver.
In the model of the perfect background-limited sys-
tem outlined above with reimaging lenses for which
the photon NEP results in a system temperature of
1450 K, the sky and telescope terms F1  skyTsky
 1  FTtel in Eq. 14 would sum to 0.82  280 K
see Eq. 11. The equivalent DSB receiver temper-
ature is a nonsensical 84 K. The negative receiver
temperature is due to the fact that the heterodyne
conventions account for background and receiver
noise coupling into both heterodyne sidebands, not
appropriate for a direct-detection spectrometer.
Without the factor of 2 in Eq. 14, the receiver tem-
perature based on the photon-limited NEP is 57 K,
greater than zero because the Fabry–Perot couples a
larger noise bandwidth than the resolution band-
width to which the sensitivity is referred.
Because SPIFI is a Fabry–Perot system, we must
scan a few resolution elements to produce a spec-
trum; this raises the effective system temperature by

n. For a five-element scan, the factor of just over
2 in the system temperature results in a substantial
change in the effective receiver temperature, yielding
TRX DSB ranging from 270 to 570 K. This points
out the disadvantage of a Fabry–Perot system; it cou-
ples only a single resolution element of bandwidth at
at time. A grating spectrometer, by contrast, can
couple many resolution elements simultaneously. If
background-limited, a grating would be the most sen-
sitive spectrometer possible for point sources. For
observations of extended sources, however, a Fabry–
Perot spectrometer such as SPIFI provides instanta-
neous two-dimensional mapping capability, which
offsets the disadvantage of the single instantaneous
spectral element.
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